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Ｔａｋａｏｋｉ　Ｉｎｏｓaki
The she was a kind of rural organization established by an imperial
edict issued in 1270. The she was an administrative unit consisting of 50
households under a chief who was well　grounded　on　agriculture. The
Yuan dynasty adopted the she policy for reclaiming the devastated land
of north China due to the uninterrupted warfare from　Chin　to　Yuan.
Under the system the she　chief　was charged with duties of reporting
migration of the villagers, and increase or decrease of the population,
keeping ａ census register, etc. Prohibition of carrying weapons by the
populace was another important objective of the system to prevent popular
uprising. It was not only the she chief but the individual villagers who
were obliged to make surveillance over the village.　The relative social
stability created in this way seems to have contributed to the Yuan's
offensive against the Sung･
“Ｔ゛a-Li-Han ”
Shinobｕ　Iｗａｍｕｒａ
Taoist Ch'ang-ch'un's Travels is　one　of the best　travel　stories　in
China. It　is　also　an　extremely　important　material ０ｎ the　historical
geography of Central Asia in the Middle Ages.　Emile Bretschneider,
Wang Kuo-wei and Arthur Waley have made considerable contributions
toward identificationsof various place names appearing in the Travels and
the routes followed　by　the　Taoist　and his followers. It　was　the　late
Professor Michiyo Naka who, for the firsttime, pointed out ａ confusion in the
chronology of Chingis Khan's ｅχpeditionsinto Central Asia and corrected
the errors in both Persian and Chinese histories of the time, and the main
source he used for this purpose was the Travels. There remain, however。
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